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• ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
PURPOSE OF TEST
The tests described in this report were conducted in compliance with
the applicable specifications to show conformance of the apparatus so that
qualification approval may be granted.
MANUFACTURER
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Aerospace Electrical Division
Lima, Ohio
APPARATUS IDENTIFICATION
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20/M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 2
Frame - 400 thru Ventilated, Self Cooled
Rating - 6 HP 11,400 RPM
Power - 200 Volt, 3 Phase, 400 CPS, 17 Amps
SPECIFICATION
NASA Specification 20 M 85118
NASA Specification 20 M 850.'12
Military Specification MIL-M-7969B
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION OF ITEM
None.
TESTS CONDUCTED BY
All tests were conducted by the laboratories of Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, Aerospace Electrical Division, Lima, Ohio.
1.02-1
lI he Qual'fication Tests listed in this report were conducted on P/N939D261-01 motor in accordance with the applicable specifications as modifiedby the contract. The results of the tests are described in this report.
Delays totaling approximately three months were encountered in thequalification test program as a result of scheduling conflicts created by late
motor delivery, motor failure as the result of excessive overloads, pump
failure resulting from improper connections, and motor rejection for unbal-
anced windings.
The thermostat initially included in the motor was a high temperature160°C type located in a relatively cool area of the motor winding. The thermo-
stat was replaced with a lower temperature 145°C type as a result of the thermal
tests. Proof of thermal switch operation with the 145°C type is included onunits No. 1 and No. 3.
i With the exception of dimensional discrepancies and overweight conditions
listed under Section 2.01, Examination of Product, and the 30 minute run under
150 percent load at minimum voltage, maximum frequency conditions described
i in detail under Section 2.07, Low Temperature Tests, the motor met all of the
qualification test requirements of the applicable specifications, z_.. __
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DESCRIPTION OF TEST EQUIPMENT
The
performed.
following test equipment was used on one or more of the tests
Weston AC Voltmeter, Type 341
Weston AC Ammeter, Type 370
Weston AC Wattmeter, Type 310
Weston Current Transformer, Type 327
Dielectric Tester, Slaughter Co. Model 103P
Vibration Equipment
Control Console
Shaker
Amplifier
Slip Sync
Strobex
Dynamometer
Counter
Temperature Potentiometer
Temperature Cabinet
Frequency to Voltage
Converter
Oscillograph
Centrifuge
Explosion Chamber
Strip Chart Recorder
(Thermostat Cycling Time)
Shock Test
Shock, Vibration, and
Acceleration Fixture
Motor Load
Accuracy 0.25%
Accuracy 0.25%
Accuracy 0.25%
Accuracy 0.25%
Calidyne Model 94
Calidyne Model 177A
Westinghouse Type FG, 10 KW
Chadwick Helmuth Model 103A
Chadwick Helmuth Model 121
Eaton 4 HS6, 50 HP
Hewlett Packard Model 521A
Leeds and Northrup
American Instrument Co.
Waugh Engineering Co.
Century Model 408
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Bowsher
Leeds and Northrup
Machine Dynamics, Inc., DS-9-4
Westinghouse Electric Corp°
Hydraulic Pump and Piping
(Pump and Bracket supplied by NASA)
I. 03-1
Flexopulse Timers
Visicorder
1.03-2
Eagle Signal Co.
Minneapolis-Honeywell
I
C ERTIFICATION
We, the undersigned, have examined the attached report and certify
that itappears to be accurate in all respects.
T " " Pests Requested by: _/t_,,%A _-._v._,-
R.W. Griffifl_,_iIanage_rSales
AED UtilizatiOn Systems Dept.
Aerospace Elbctrical Division
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Lima, Ohio
Tests Conducted Under the _ _ _/ /
Supe rvision of: -__Z_-_-._ _P-/__/_
I_.J./Bruns, Manager / I
A_-D'Laboratory
Aerospace Electrical Division
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Lima, Ohio
Tests Directed and Reported by: _/_-_--_ #?//_51
W. E. Hawley, Test_figin_er
AED Laboratory
Aerospace Electrical Division
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Lima, Ohio
Tests Witnessed by: _rV _* _' elche_e_AE° J. W ir Force Resident
Quality Control Representative
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Lima, Ohio
Test Reviewed and Commented by: ,__ _/_6_
D'. "_ ." _ockl_j_,/d:) e_i/gnEngine er
Equipment _y_ems Section
Aerospace EIectrical Division
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Lima, Ohio
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EXAMINATION OF PRODUCT
RE FE RE NC ES
NASA Specification 20M85118, Revision A
MIL-M-7969B, dated I0 April 1958, Paragraph 4.5. i
Data Sheets: Pages 3.01-2 through 3.01-6, 3.01-8
APPARATUS
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROC EDURE
The motor was weighed and examined with respect to materials,
workmanship_ cleanliness, standard parts, finish, marking, and nameplate
information. Measurements were taken to show compliance with the Westing-
house outline drawing.
After dimensional inspection, the unit was returned to the laboratory
where the winding resistance (cold) was recorded. The motor was placed on
hot run for 2 hours at no load during which time Davey Vibrometer readings
were taken.
TEST RESULTS (Serial No. 2)
Weight 13 lb. 9 oz.
Visual Inspection -
Safety wire and finish good
Nameplate stamping correct
Dimensional Check -
All major dimensions including pilot diameter concentricity,
squareness of mounting face, etc., were within the tolerances
specified on Westinghouse Outline Drawing 939D373.
Minor, non-critical dimensions exceeded outline drawing
tolerances as follows;
2.01-1
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ao The maximum fan cover O.D. exceeded maximum limits by
0.014 inch due to a slight egg shape distortion in the stamping.
b. The mounting face undercut was 0.002 inch too shallow.
c. Connector housing height exceeded dimensions by 0o044 inch.
do Mounting face squareness dimensions eKceeded limits by a
maximum of 0. 028 inch as a result of a slight rise located at
midpoint on each side.
eo Mounting face edge location with respect to shaft center
exceeded the drawing limits at one point by 0° 021 inch for
the same irregularity noted in "d" above.
fo Maximum radius over the air screen mounting screws ex-
ceeded the limits by 0.020 inch due to screw height.
Cold Resistance
A-B 0.428 ohms A-D 0.217 ohms
A-C 0o428 ohms B-D 0o217 ohms
B-C 0.428 ohms C-D 0. 217 ohms
Davey Vibrometer
Shaft End 0.0005 inch double amplitude
Fan End 0.0012 inch double amplitude
CONCLUSIONS
The motor exceeded the 12.5 pound weight limit by 17 ounces. The
excess weight is discussed in detail in the Engineering Analysis Report (see
Section 20 18-1).
The dimensional discrepancies found were of a relatively minor nature
and would not adversely affect the appearance, use, operation_ or life of the
unit. The defects were referred to the Westinghouse Quality Control Depart-
ment for appropriate action.
Appearance, nameplate data, workmanship_ finish, and critical
dimensions met the requirements of NASA Specification 20M85118 and
paragraph 4.5.1 of MIL-M-7969B°
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LOAD TEST AND LINE CURRENT BALANCE
RE FE RE NC ES
NASA Specification 20M85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.3 of MIL-M-7969, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-7 through 3.01-9
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROC EDURE
The motor was mounted on a 50 HP absorption dynamometer. A three
pound platform scale was used at the end of a 24 inch arm to record torque.
Speed was recorded by an electromagnetic pickup and electronic counter.
Bearing, winding, air, and frame temperatures were monitored throughout the
test.
115/200 volt, 400 cycle power was applied and motor temperatures were
stabilized under the specified load conditions prior to taking readings.
Input current, watts, speed and temperatures were determined for the
following load, voltage, and frequency conditions.
Input Voltage
% Full Load
Frequency Torque Torque
115 400 66 30 oz
115 400 100 45 oz ft
115 400 115 52 oz ft
115 400 150 67.5 oz
102 420 150 < 67.5 oz ft
TEST RESULTS
The motor failed while setting 150 percent load at 102 volt, 420 cycle
input. Failure was due to improper load setting and readout which resulted
in overloads of 220 percent of rated load being applied. Data from this test
2.02-1
run is shown on page 3.01-7. These data are invalid because of improper loading;
the point taken at 45 oz ft actually being approximately 56 oz ft, the 67.5 oz ft
point j71 oz ft.
The motor was rewound but was rejected prior to load tests for unbalanced
currents.
The motor was again stripped and rewound and the load test data given on
3.01-9 were obtained.
The data for 115/200 volts, 400 cycles input are summarized below;
Percent
Rated Line Amps Net Winding
Torque GA gB gC Watts RPM Temperature
66 12.96 13.36 13.20 3315 11636 80°C
100 17.8 18.1 17.7 5258 11280 108°C
115 18.8 19.2 18.9 5641 ill81 139°C
150 25.8 26.3 25.9 7881 10521 *197°C
*Not Stabilized
Line current balance at rated voltage, frequency, and load is 2.26
percent and is well within the 10 percent permitted by Paragraph 4.5.4 of
MIL-M-7969B.
An efficiency of 85.5 percent at rated load and input conditions was
calculated as follows:
Output Watts - Torque (oz ft) x RPM x 746
16 x 5250
= 45 x 11280 x746
16 x 5250
- 4500 Output Watts
Efficiency - Output Watts
Input Watts
_ 4500
- b'-2-5-g = 85.5 percent
Power factor at rated load and input conditions is given below:
Input Watts 52 58 0.843
Power Factor = InputVA = 3x 115x 17.86 =
2.02 -2
Analysis of Test Results: The 52 oz-ft, ll5 percent rated torque, data
indicate that the load at this point was not 52 oz-ft but was nearer 48 or 49
oz-ft. The reason cannot now be determined but it is most likely connected
with the dynamometer loading. These data were used to set the thermal switch
test conditions in Paragraph 4.5.18.3 of MIL-M-7969B, reported on page 2.04
of this report, and the conditions for high temperature_Paragraph 4.5.7.1 of
MIL-M-7969B, reported on page 2.06 of this report.
All other data are consistent and agree with the calculated performance
allowing for temperature of the motor windings.
CONCLUSIONS
The motor met the line current balance, efficiency and power factor
requirements of NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A, and Paragraph
4.5.3 of MIL-M-7969B.
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DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
RE FE RENC ES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.5.1, MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3-01-9
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D26 I- 1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROCEDURE
With the motor hot as a result of testing, 1250 volts, rms, 60 cycle,
was applied from the windings to the frame and from the thermostat to the
frame for 1 minute. A Slaughter 103 MP Dielectric Tester was used to
conduct the test. The voltage was slowly increased from zero to 1250 volts,
held for 1 minute, then reduced to zero.
TEST RESULTS
The test was conducted as stated in the previous paragraph and no
breakdown of insulation was noted. The motor operated successfully after
the dielectric test.
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met the dielectric strength requirements of NASA Specifi-
cation 20M85118, Revision A, and Par. 4.5.5.1 of MIL-M°7969B.
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THERMAL SWITCH
RE FERE NC ES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.18-3 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-11, 3.01-26, and 3.01-27
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 's 1, 2, 3
TEST PROC EDURE
The motor and pump assembly was placed in a temperature cabinet and
the ambient temperature raised to 71°C (160°F). The thermal switch leads
were brought out of the cabinet and connected to a battery and lamp indicating
circuit to show thermal switch operation.
The motor was operated for 1 hour under the high ambient temperature
conditions. The pump load was set to reflect the input watts for 115 percent
rated torque determined under the load test, page 2.02-2. The thermal switch
was monitored during the one hour run and electrical characteristics and
temperatures recorded at the conclusion of the test.
The pump load was adjusted to reflect 150 percent rated torque
(67.5 oz-ft) as indicated by input watts with the ambient temperature maintained
at 71°C.
TEST RESULTS
The motor was shut down when winding temperatures reached 200°C
under 150 percent rated load and the thermostat had not tripped. The motor
was removed from the temperature cabinet, placed in an oven, and the ambient
slowly raised until the thermostat tripped. The thermostat operated and reset
within the specified limits; therefore_ failure to operate during test was attri-
buted to improper thermostat rating or location.
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The thermostat in units No. 1 and No. 3 was replaced with a lower tem-
perature (145°C) rating and the test re-run with the following results:
The thermostat did not trip during the one hour run at 115 percent load.
The thermostat tripped and reset under 150 percent load conditions as
follows:
Unit No. 3 - Trip 5 minutes 29 seconds, maximum winding temperature
247°C
Reset 18 minutes 46 seconds, maximum winding temper-
ature 137°C
Unit No. 1 - Trip 2 minutes 40 seconds, maximum winding temperature
212_C
Reset 15 minutes 15 seconds, maximum winding temper-
ature 129°C.
Analysis of Test Results: The 52 oz-ft point of operation as established
during the Load Test and Line Current Balance is apparently not an accurate
point. (See Analysis under Load Test and Line Current Balance, Section 2.02
of this report.)
CONCLUSIONS
With the lower temperature thermostat installed, the motor met the
thermal switch requirements of NASA Specification 20M 85118, Revision A,
and Paragraph 4.5.18.3 of MIL-M-7969Bo
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OVERSPEED
RE FERENC ES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.6 MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-10
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D26 i-i
Serial No. 2
TEST PROCEDURE
The motor was operated at no load under rated input conditions until
temperatures stabilized. The input frequency was increased to 505 cycles
and the voltage raised to 145/252 volts. The motor was operated at the
overspeed conditions for 5 minutes during which time the speed was checked
with a Strobe light°
TEST RESULTS
The motor operated for 5 minutes at 15, 100 rpm which is slightly
in excess of the 20 percent increase above the 420 cycle maximum frequency
speed of 12,550 rpm required by Par. 4° 5.6 of MIL-M-7969Bo The motor
was visually examined after the test and no damage was observed.
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met the overspeed requirements of NASA Specification
20M85118, Revision A, and Par° 4.5.6 of MIL-M-7969B.
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HIGH TEMPERATURE
RE FERE NC ES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.7.1 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3° 01-12
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D26 i- 1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROCEDURE
The motor and pump assembly was placed in the high temperature
cabinet and the ambient temperature raised to 71°C (160°F)° The assembly
was allowed to soak for 24 hours in the high ambient after which it was
operated for 30 minutes.
The pump load was adjusted to reflect the input watts for 115 percent
rated torque as determined on page 2.02-1.
At the end of the 30 minute run, electrical characteristics and tem-
peratures were recorded°
TEST RESULTS
The electrical characteristics and temperatures after a 30 minute run
at 71°C and 115 percent rated torque at 115/200 volts, 400 cps input are sum-
marized below.
_A Amps 18.8
@B Amps 19.3
_C Amps 19.0
Net Watts 5671
Temperatures (°C)
Winding No. 1
Winding No. 2
Winding No. 3
168
175
165
2.06-1
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Winding No. 4 143
Winding No. 5 143
Winding No. 6 129
Box Ambient 72
Rear Bearing 121
Air In 72
Air Out 86
Frame 98
The first 3 winding thermocouples were buried in the stator winding
slot at 120 ° intervals.
Winding thermocouples 4 through 6 were cemented to the front end
extensions of the windings 120 ° apart with thermocouple No. 6 in proximity to
the thermostat. The front bearing thermocouple failed; therefore, no front
bearing temperatures were recorded.
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met the high temperature requirements of NASA Specification
20M 85118, Revision A, and Paragraph 4.5.7.1 of MIL-M-7969B.
2.06-2
" LOW TEMPERATURE
REFERENCES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.7.2 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-16, 3.01-16, 3.01-28, and 3.01-30
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROCEDURE
The motor pump assembly was placed in a temperature cabinet and
the 150 percent pump load setting with 102 volts, 420 cycles applied was
determined from the input watts recorded on page 3.01-9.
The ambient temperature was reduced to -18°C (0°F) and the motor
allowed to soak for 72 hours (non-operating). At the end of the soak period,
102 volts, 420 cycle power was applied and the start time for the motor to
come to rated speed was recorded using a frequency to voltage converter,
magnetic pick-up and century oscillograph. The motor was required by
specification to operate for 30 minutes at 150 percent rated torque at 102 volts,
420 cycles in the low ambient.
The pump was disconnected and the motor placed in the low ambient
for several hours until temperatures stabilized at -18°C. A brake arm was
attached and coupled by a connecting rod to a platform scale located outside
the cabinet. Locked rotor torque was then recorded with 102 volts, 420
cycles applied while in the low ambient.
TEST RESULTS
After a 24 hour soak at -18°C, the motor was operated at 150 percent
rated torque with an input of 102 volts, 420 cycles. The motor was shut down
after 4.5 minutes as winding temperatures reached 200°C.
The test was re-run and the box ambient maintained in the low temper-
ature condition by injecting liquid C02 as shown on data sheet 3.01-30. The
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test was shu£ down after a 10 minute run when maximum winding temperatures
reached 318°C and were still rising. An extrapolation of the temperatures
recorded indicates temperature stabilization would not have been reached
below 450°C with probable failure of the motor had the test been continued.
Oscillographs of the starting current were unsuitable due to a soft
drive, improper load settings, and incorrect line impedances. The motor
was moved to a more stable supply and line impedances of 0. 187 ohms were
inserted in each line to produce the required voltage drop.
Calculation of line impedance required was made as follows:
Starting Current _ 75
Rated Current 16.76 - 4.47 P.U°
4 volts x (4.47-1) = 14
Voltage Drop ___ 14 -
- 0. 187 ohms
Starting Current 7-_
102 - 14 = 88 volts starting voltage to motor.
The test was re-run with motor temperatures stabilized at -18°C and
the unit reached its operating speed of 9,600 rpm in 1.07 seconds as shown
on the attached oscillograph.
A brake arm was connected to the motor and the motor replaced in the
low temperature cabinet and allowed to stabilize at -18°C. Locked rotor torque
was recorded on a platform scale located outside the temperature cabinet and
joined to the brake arm by a connecting rod.
The following parameters were recorded under locked rotor low temper-
ature conditions.
Input Volts
Frequency
_A Current
_t3 Current
_C Current
Net Watts
Locked Torque
103 volts
424 cps
71.6 amps
73.4 amps
72 amps
11, 130 watts
60 oz-ft
The test was conducted over a five second period and winding temperatures
increased from -19°C to +39°C during the test.
2.07-2
CONC LUSIONS
Input voltage was removed after 10 minutes of the 30 minute 150 percent
load test at minimum voltage, maximum frequency, when winding temperatures
became excessive and could have caused motor failure. (See Section 2.18 for
Engineering Comments. )
The motor met the low temperature starting requirements of NASA
Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A, and Paragraph 4.5.7.2 of MIL-M-7969B.
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LOCKED ROTOR TORQUE
RE FERE NC ES
NASA Specification 20M85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.9.2 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-13
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROC EDURE
A 12 inch brake arm was connected to a spindle and inserted in the
motor spline. Minimum and maximum locked rotor torques were determined
over 10 position increments using the brake arm and platform scales with
115/200 volts, 400 cps power applied. Maximum torque was maintained for
4 seconds.
TEST RESULTS
Locked rotor torques were taken over 10 positions with results as
follows:
Position No. Torque (oz. ft. )
1 104
2 103
3 103
4 110
5 98
6 109
7 105
8 108
9 103
10 101
Average locked rotor torque was 104.4 oz ft and maximum deviation from the
average was 6.1 percent and well within the 20 percent figure allowed by
Par. 4.5.9.2 of MIL-M-7969B.
2.08-1
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met £he locked rotor torque requirements of NASA Specifi-
cation 20 M 85118, Revision A, and Par. 4.5.9.2 of MIL-M-7969B.
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STARTING C URRE NT
RE FERE NC ES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.9.1 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-14
Oscillographs 2.09-3
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROCEDURE
The motor and pump assembly was coupled to the oil system and all
system valves opened to simulate the 0. 072 lb-in 2 inertia load specified by
NASA 20M85118.
An oscillograph was used to record starting current, voltage, and
speed. A frequency to voltage converter was utilized to obtain a d-c speed
trace for determination of acceleration.
The test was conducted at laboratory ambient temperature with 115/200
volts, 400 cycle power applied.
TEST RESULTS
The maximum current recorded on the oscillograph was 72 amperes.
At the time maximum correct was reached, the recorded voltage was 110
volts line-to-neutral. Correction of the maximum current for voltage droop
was made as follows;
115-110
x 100 = 4.35 percent115
72 x 4.35 = 3.14 amps
72 + 3 = 75 amps maximum
2.09-1
The average of the 3 phase full load current from page 2.02-2 was 17.86
amperes therefore,
7____5x 100 = 420 percent starting current to percent of
17.86 rated current.
This is well below the 750 percent allowed by Figure 1 of MIL-M-7969B°
CONCLUSIONS
The motor met the starting current requirements of NASA Specification
20M85118, Revision A, and Paragraph 4.5.9.1 of MIL-M-7969B.
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ACCELERATION
I RE FE RE NC ES
I NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision AParagraph 4.5.10 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-20
APP____ARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 2
TE ST PROCEDURE
The motor was bolted to a test fixture and mounted on the centrifuge
at the end of an arm approximately 3 feet in length. The exact length of the
arm was measured from the axis to the center of the test motor and the speed
of rotation adjusted to simulate an acceleration of 15 g's. Calculation of the
necessary speed of rotation to achieve 15 g's was as follows;
_ ]32.17xax602
n
_/_ 4- 2r
_" where a = gravitational units
r = radius in feet
n = RPM
The motor was accelerated to 15 g's and the acceleration maintained
for one minute. After attaining the required acceleration, 115/200 volt, 400
cycle power was applied to the motor through slip rings and the motor was
operated at no load.
The test was conducted with the motor mounted to apply acceleration
in each direction of each axis for a total of 6 positions.
2.10-1
•TEST RESULTS
The motor operated satisfactorily during and after the acceleration
test. No visual damage to the motor was observed following the test.
CONCLUSIONS
The motor met the acceleration requirements of NASA Specification
20M 85118, Revision A, and Paragraph 4.5. I0 of MIL-M-7969B.
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OPERATING POSITION
RE FERENC ES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.8 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-10
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20 M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-I
Serial No. 2
TEST PROCEDURE
The motor was operated at no load with 115/200 volt, 400 cycle power
applied. Motor position was changed to permit operation in the vertical,
horizontal, and 45 ° positions with shaft up and shaft down. Current and watts
were recorded for each position.
TEST RESULTS
The effect of various operating positions on input watts, amps,
..... vv L4,[_.7 7..L_,[:)J..L,_.LC._'.L%.., O
speed,
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met the operating position requirements of NASA Specification
20M85118, Revision A, and Paragraph 4.5.8 of MIL-M-7969B°
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EXPLOSION PROOF
RE FE RENC ES
NASA Specification 20 M85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.20 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Paragraph 4.13.4 of MIL-E-5272C, Procedure III
Test Data Pages 3.01-25
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROCEDURE
The motor and pump assembly was installed in the explosion chamber
and the chamber ambient raised to 71°C (160°F). The chamber pressure was
reduced to simulate an altitude of 10,000 feet and 100/130 octane gasoline
was introduced in the chamber to create an explosive mixture. Several minutes
were allowed to elapse to permit the mixture to vaporize. The motor was started
and stopped several times while introducing air to increase the pressure to
local ground level altitude.
The chamber was then fired by introducing a spark to verify that an
explosive mixture existed.
TEST RESULTS
The motor was started and stopped 18 times in the explosive atmosphere
at altitudes from 10, 000 to 5, 000 feet while loaded with the pump at rated load.
No explosion occurred as a result of the motor operation. The :explosive
mixture was verified by introducing a spark and igniting the mixture.
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met the explosion proof requirements of NASA Specification
20M 85118, Revision A, Paragraph 4.5.20 of MIL-M-7969B, and Paragraph
4.13-4 Procedure II I of MIL-E-5272C.
2.12-1
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THERMAL PROTE CTION
REFERENCES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4. 5.18.1.3.1 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-31
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20 M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261 _1
Serial No. 3
TEST PROCEDURE
The motor and thermal switch were connected as shown in EDSK
327531 (Page 2.13-2). The pump load was set for 150 percent rated torque
with 115/200 volts, 400 cycle power applied as determined by the input watts
recorded on Page 2.02-1. A multipoint recorder was connected to record
all thermocouples over the 25 hour cycling period. Input current and cycling
time were recorded on a strip chart recorder.
The test was conducted on Serial No. 3 unit containing a 145°C type
thermostat.
TEST RESULTS
A total of 69 cycles over the 25 hour cycling period was recorded
with the thermostat tripping when maximum winding temperatures of 238°C
were reached° The thermostat reset when maximum winding temperatures
dropped to 137 °C.
C ONC LUS IONS
The motor met the thermal protection requirements of NASA Speci-
fication 20 M85118, Revision A, and Paragraph 40 50 18o 1o 3.1 of MIL-M-
7969B.
2o 13-1
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FLUI D RESISTANCE
REFERENCES
NASA Specification 20M85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.19 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-18 and 3.01-19
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D26 i-i
Serial No. 2
TEST PROCEDURE
The motor was mounted vertically with the shaft up as shown in the
accompanying photograph. MIL-H-5606 oil was heated to 60 ± 5°C by a
resistance and oil temperature measured by a thermocouple in the drip
stream. The hot oil was allowed to drip on the motor at the rate of 1/2 pint/
hour for 12 hours. At the end of the 12 hour period 115/200 volt, 400 cycle
power was applied and the motor operated at no load for 48 hours.
The above test cycle was repeated for a total of 4 cycles.
Upon completion of the last cycle, external surfaces of the motor
were cleaned and dried and a dieiectric test periormed between motor and
thermostat connections to frame at 600 volts, 60 cycles, for 1 minute.
The motor was then operated at rated load, voltage and frequency at
laboratory ambient temperature and electrical characteristics recorded.
TEST RESULTS
The motor successfully passed test at rated load following four 60
hour test cycles. The motor passed a 600 volt dielectric test following the
final cycle while the motor was at operating temperature. A visual exam-
ination revealed no paint peeling, blistering or other evidence of deteri-
oration.
2.14-1
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met the fluid resistance test requirements of NASA Specifi-
cation 20M85118, Revision A, and Paragraph 4.5.19 of MIL-M-7969B°
2.14-2
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LIFE TEST
RE FERE NC ES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
Paragraph 4.5.13 of MIL-M-7969B, dated 10 April 1958
Test Data Pages 3.01-21 through 3.01-24
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261 - 1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROC EDURE
The motor and pump assembly w_as mounted with the shaft vertical
and the pump on top as shown in EDSK 327532 and the Life Test photograph.
115/200 volts, 400 cycle power was applied and valve No. 1 was adjusted
(with solenoid valve closed) for a load equal to the input watts found on page
2.02-1 for 150 percent rated torque. With the solenoid valve open, valve
No. 2 was adjusted to reflect a wattage reading equal to 30 oz-ft. A multi-
point recorder was used to record all temperatures. Timer No. 1 was
adjusted for 59 minutes on and one minute off. Timer No. 2 was adjusted
for three minutes on and one minute off.
The motor was operated for 100 hours with the load cycled one
minute at 150 percent rated torque and three minutes at 66 percent rated
torque.
The motor was stopped and restarted once each hour for a total of
100 starts. As pump rotation was one direction only, the motor rotation
could not be reversed.
Upon completion of the 100 hour life test_ amps, watts, and speed
were recorded at rated load, voltage, and frequency conditions.
TEST RESULTS
The 100 hour life test was interrupted on several instances for
maintenance of the pump loading system as listed below.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Total Hours Down Time Reason for Shutdown
4 10 minutes
7 30 minutes
9.4 7.5 hours
16.6 20 minutes
25.9 53.5 hours
33.1 1.6 hours
50.4 15 minutes
Replace defective pipe fitting
Replace defective hoses
Heat exchanger water line burst
Oil added to reservoir
Over temperature protection shut
system down over week-end due to
solenoid valve locking in 150 percent
load position.
Replaced "O" rings in solenoid valve
Loss of 110 volt, 60 cycle control
power caused motor to operate
continuously at 150 percent load and
overheat.
The motor was operated under 100 percent rated torque following
completion of the 100 hour life test and the following readings taken and data
calculated.
Input Volts 115 volts
Frequency 400 cps
_i Amps 17.68
_2 Amps 18.08
_3 Amps 17.76
Net Watts 5262
Speed Ii, 280
Load 100 percent
Efficiency 85° 5 percent
Power Factor 0.856
Line Current 2.27 percent
Balance
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met the life test requirements of NASA Specification
20M 85118, Revision A_ and Paragraph 4.5.13 of MIL-M-7969B.
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VIBRATION
RE FE RE NC ES
NASA Specification 20M85118, Revision A
NASA Specification 20 M 85012 as amended by CCA568M
Test Data Pages 3.01-17
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D261-1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROCEDURE
The motor was mounted by its accessory mounting flange to the test
fixture shown in the accompanying photograph. Accelerometers were located
in proximity to the mounting flange to record the applied vibration.
Vibration was applied in each of the three mutually perpendicular
planes as follows:
a. A frequency scan from 20 to 2000 cps was performed in one 10
minute logarithmic sweep in each of the three major axes. The
monitored input levels were maintained for amplitude and duration.
20-150 cps at 4 g's in 4.4 minutes
150-475 cps at 0. 0035 inch displacement in 2.5 minutes
475-2000 cps at 40 g's in 3.1 minutes
The unit was observed during the scan using a Chadwick Helmuth
Slip Sync and Strobex Lamp to observe resonant components.
bo The most severe resonant condition was selected from scanning
in each axis and the motor was subjected to three minutes vibration
at the following levels:
20-150 cps 2 g's
150-475 cps 0. 0017 inch D.A. displacement
475-2000 cps 20 g's
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At the conclusion of the above test, the motor was operated at no load,
rated voltage, and frequency conditions. Current, watts, and speed were
recorded. The unit was examined visually for failed or damaged parts.
TEST RESULTS
When scanned in the vertical position (in line with shaft), the major
resonant point was found at 430 cycles. The motor was subjected to a 3 minute
endurance run at 430 cycles, 0.0017 inch double amplitude. No visual damage
was detected.
When scanned in the horizontal minor axis, the major resonant point
was found to be 403 cycles. The motor was subjected to a 3 minute endurance
run at 403 cycles, 0.0017 inch double amplitude. No visual damage was detected.
When scanned in the horizontal major axis, the major resonant point
was found at 302 cycles. The motor was subjected to a 3 minute endurance run
at 302 cycles, 0. 0017 inch double amplitude. No visual damage was detected.
During the above tests, the motor was operated at no load to avoid
bearing flats.
The motor was subjected to both visual inspection and electrical tests
following completion of vibration and no damage or adverse effects on per-
formance were noted.
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met the vibration requirements of NASA Specification
20M 85118, Revision A, and 20M 85012 as amended by CCA568M°
2.16-2
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SHOCK
REFERENCES
NASA Specification 20 M 85118, Revision A
NASA Specification 20 M 85012 as amended by CCA568M
Test Data Pages 3.01-29
APPARATUS TESTED
Auxiliary Pump Motor
NASA 20M 85118
Westinghouse P/N 939D26 I- 1
Serial No. 2
TEST PROC EDURE
A dummy weight simulating the motor was mounted to the fixture shown
in EDSK 326418. An accelerometer was mounted in proximity to the motor
mounting point and the assembly was bolted to a Machine Dynamics shock
tester.
Acceleration and brake pressures were adjusted to deliver a triangular
shaped pulse of 100 g's with a duration of 10 ms.
The wave shape, magnitude, and duration of the thock pulse were
recorded on a Honeywell Visicorder and necessary corrections of weight and
pressure accomplished using the dummy motor. When satisfactory settings
of the system were achieved, the dummy motor was replaced with the test
motor.
Three shocks were applied in each direction of each major axis for a
total of 18 shocks.
Shock pulses were recorded on the visicorder.
The motor was inspected for damage and operated following the test.
TEST RESULTS
Following instrumentation calibration, a dummy motor was mounted
on the shock test fixture and acceleration and brake pressures were determined
which resulted in a 100 g shock pulse. The dummy motor was then replaced
2.17-1
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with serial No. 2 unit and three shocks were applied in each direction of each
mounting position for a total of 18 shocks. A recording of each shock pulse
was made showing amplitude, wave shape, and duration. Following the test,
the motor operated satisfactorily at no load. No visual damage to the unit
was noted.
CONC LUSIONS
The motor met the shock requirements of NASA Specification
20M 85118, Revision A, and 20M 85012 as amended by CCA568M.
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ENGINEERING ANALYSIS AND COMMENTS
I
I
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GENERAL
The motor electrical and mechanical design have been shown by this
qualification test report to meet the requirements of the NASA contract spec-
ifications with several minor exceptions. These exceptions are discussed
in further detail below. Results of testing are presented in Sections 2.01
through 2.17 and will not be discussed further in this section except as
special notation is required to clarify any deviations from contract specifi-
cation.
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT
The dimensional discrepancies noted on the verification inspection
reports in the Appendix I and IV do not represent errors which have any
--o................. v,,,_. _,,_uL. Dy examining the outline, it is readily evident
the primary functional features of mounting and applying electrical connections
are independent of the noted errors• These errors are primarily casting
problems which can be corrected by making the necessary changes in the
foundry pattern. The other errors occurred in machining.
The weight excess is the most significant design deviation. NASA
specifications required a maximum weight limit of 12-1/2 pounds. One motor
exceeded this limit by as much as 17 ounces which is 12-1/2 percent of the
limit. A part of the weight excess is attributed to the fact that the housing
casting was to the heavy side of allowable dimensions and in some are_
exceeded the maximum material condition. However, this is only a small
part, in the order of 2 ounces. Some weight reduction could be incorporated
to cut the overweight by approximately 6 ounces° The 12-1/2 pound limit
specification requirement cannot be attained without sacrificing mechanical
strength and electrical performance. Evaluation of such changes would
entail an additional development and test program.
Breakdown of motor weight is as follows for Serial No. 2:
Stator (includes frame_ winding, connectors)
Rotor (includes bearing mounted on spline end)
End Bell
Fan
Fan Cover
Misc• Hardware
8 lb 5.5 oz
3 lb 7.6 oz
10.2 oz
7°2 oz
3.5 oz
6°5 oz
Total 13 lb 8• 5 oz
THERMAL SWITCH APPLICATION
A normally closed thermal trip switch was initially selected to locate
on the motor winding coil extension and have a nominal opening temperature
of 160°(2 (320°F). This temperature was selected on the basis of an approxi-
mate 20-40°C thermal lag thereby providing an overheat protection to limit
the winding temperatures to 200°C or less for practical safety. The greatest
unknown in making a switch application of this type is the cooling effect of
an open-through ventilated motor system. A switch is sensitive to location
and intimacy of contact with the wire coil extension.
The first testing of the thermal switch indicated that a lower opening
temperature was required on the switch. Winding temperatures were
exceeding 200°C at 150 percent load and the switch was not functioning.
Based on an assumed temperature differential of 50-70°C, the new switch
was specified to have a nominal opening temperature of 145°(2 (293°F).
Testing of units No. 1 and No. 3shows that the temperature differential is
more in the order of 40-80°C. The fan end of the winding is from 20-30°C
higher in temperature than the air inlet end. Appendix I, pages 3.01-26
__. ¢:hn'tt_:l-'h,", ".v,,,_crHl't-_, I",-,e s,-,._,_..l-
_nr] 9.'7, ................. v.,. ,.,..,_,...
Although the end temperatures are slightly higher than was originally
anticipated, the operating capability of the motor is not diminished to any
significant degree. The insulation system is capable of temperatures up
to 320°(2 for a period in excess of 100 hours. The bearing lubricant is more
of a limiting factor since the maximum temperature capability is 120°C.
Based on the temperature data in Appendix I, pages 3.01-9 and -10, it can
be projected that the average bearing temperature will be close to the limit.
For the above reasons, it is recommended that any future production
muLurs be changed to relocate the switch to the hot end of the winding. The
only potential problem this may cause is the inability to carry the 1 minute
part of the specified duty cycle at 150 percent rated load. Motor No. 1 ran
only 2.67 minutes before tripping the switch.
The new switch was not installed in Serial No. 2 motor. This unit
was shipped with the original switch.
LOAD LIMITATION
The test described on page 2.07-1 indicates the necessity for a
limitation requirement on motor loading. Although the test specified that
the motor be operated at 150 percent load for one-half hour, this test was
not continued because of the possible loss of the motor due to winding failure.
The insulation system is not recommended for exposure in excess of 320°C.
Based on thermal life data from the insulation manufacturer, the projected
2.18-2
life at 450°C would be about 5-1/2 hours if a straight line relationship held
true. It is doubtful that this is true. Compared to other insulation data, the
plot of failure points is so widely spread that a realistic life cannot be assured.°
For purposes of applying this motor, it should not be operated in excess
of seven minutes at 150 percent rated torque, 71°C ambient.
The half-hour test requirement originates in MIL-M-7969B. According
to NASA specification, the duty cycle requires only one minute at 150 percent
rated torque followed by three minutes at 75 percent rated torque. The motor
was designed to have this capability but will not meet the requirement of
MIL-M-7969B.
PUMP MOUNTING
As shown in Appendix II, page 3.02-3, it was necessary to change the
bracket to fit the motor. The NASA outline specification does show the motor
flange in such a way as to preclude the interference if properly followed.
_hr_ll],r.1 'i'h,-, '_v'_A'_e'_,"*_'F';,'_.',,_ c,,1.,_.,,.,.,_ .;.,., 4-1..,,.,._1..,_ __^_r 1.- a.. 't-l-- a..-- "_'ra_A -,.-, - -
......... •,,,..,.,., .... .,_....L _L_ _.ucu .uc u_ ouzu_uz_ cu ._1-_o1-_, uz_[l i[ will
be necessary to revise the motor housing for any future manufacture.
BEARING DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS
. Spline Drive End Bearing
Westinghouse P/N P8C7717-5
New Departure P/N Z973L05 (single source)
ABEC Class 1, Conrad type, standard pressed steel separators,
two-piece riveted construction, balls and rings of 52,100 steel
heat stabilized for operation from :60°C to +150°C. Uses one
steel shield and one Buna-N rubber "Sentri-Seal" located inboard
to the motor when mounted. Radial free play 0. 0006 to 0. 0011
inch.
. Fan End Bearing
Westinghouse P/N P18C3812-5
New Departure P/N 87503 (single source)
ABEC Class 1, Conrad type, standard pressed steel separators,
two-piece riveted construction, balls and rings of 52, 100 steel°
Radial free play 0.0001 to 0. 0006 inch. Contains one steel shield
and one rubbing felt seal located inboard to the motor when mounted.
. Lubrication
Both bearings are lubricated with ANDOK C grease which is a
petroleum base oil in a sodium soap thickener. Temperature range
capability is -30°F to +250°F. This grease was selected for its long
life characteristics as demonstrated by past experience on Westing-
house rotating equipment.
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. Design Comments
The fan bearing size was selected on the basis of shock load capacity.
A single seal is necessary in this type construction to protect against
excessive air borne contamination and purging of lubricant. The
spline drive end bearing size was selected by necessity to fit the
physical size of the specified spline. One seal is used in this bearing
to protect against air-borne contamination. A separate lip type
friction seal was installed in the housing adjacent to this bearing to
protect the bearing from serious purging due to dilution of the grease
from potential leakage of hydraulic fluid from the pump. The integral
bearing seal also aids in retaining lubrication should there be any
minor fluid leakage which passes the lip seal.
Testing results, as described in this report, demonstrated the capa-
bility of Class 1 bearings for this motor system. When properly
applied to the application through consideration of lubricant, size
and radial free play control, this class bearing is considered highly
satisfactory. Westinghouse does not recommend the need for any
precision grade above Class 1.
CALCULATED PERFORMANCE
Appendix V contains a data sheet of motor performance figures which
are derived from a computor program. The curve is a plot of a portion of
th_se data. Performance is calculated for an average winding temperature of
100°C and a rotor temperature of 125°C. Test points will vary from these
nominal values due to variations in temperature and tolerance in measuring
equipment.
GENERAL COMMENTS
From a visual examination of motor, Serial No. 2, after partial dis-
assembly, the following items are noted:
. The rotor finish was deteriorated due to a prolonged operation at
150 percent rated load during life test. This finish is an epoxy
enamel and is capable of withstanding temperatures as high as
375°C without serious deterioration. Based on experience with
tests (not part of this contract) to determine temperature reaction
of the epoxy finish, it is estimated that the rotor was exposed to
temperatures in excess of 400°Co These temperatures are well
above that expected if the motor is used within the limitations set
forth in this report.
2.18-4
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The rotor rubbed in the air gap with an approximate one-fourth inch
wide path. There was no particular damage noted other than that
the paint rubbed off. It is the Engineering Department's opinion
that this rub occurred as a result of the over-temperature condi-
tion described above. Design verification shows adequate running
clearance between the rotor and stator bore. The only other
possibility of a rub may be attributed to vibration testing. However,
according to specification, this rub condition is not considered a
failure.
All hardware connections were tight and there was no evidence of
any mechanical deflection weakness in particular areas such as
the bearing lockplate, end bell, and frame.
o There was some purging of grease noted from the spline end
bearing. This is attributed to dilution of the grease during the
oil drip test, but does not constitute a failure of the system. The
presence of friction seals does not assure exclusion of hydraulic
fluid and complete retention of grease within the bearing. Seals
are primarily a deterrent to face washing action from potential
pump leakage.
ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDED DESIGN CHANGES
. It would be more satisfactory to use a smaller size electrical
connector to ease part of the solder assembly problem. The pots
are too large for the wire size used on motor winding. A size 18
or 20 connector is considered more practical and has the necessary
electrical capacity.
. The connector for the thermal switch has four pins. Wires were
attached to diagonally located pins rather than adjacent pins to
alleviate assembly difficulty. Since only two pins are used, it is
recommended that the diagonal connection be used.
2.18-5
APPENDIX I
DATA SHEETS
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MODIFICATION OF MOUNTING BHACKET
3.02-1
MODIFICATION OF MOUNTING BRACKET
It was necessary to modify the motor-pump mounting bracket as
shown on the accompanying photograph due to interference between the
bracket and the motor air outlet window screen and associated hardware.
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PIOUNTING 0RACKET 
M O D I F I  C A T I O N  
3.02- 3 
APPENDIX I I I
PUMP HISTORY
3.03-i
PUMP HISTORY
On 2-11-65 Vickers Pump PV006L009A Serial No. X449573 was
damageddue to improperly connecting outlet lines to the case drain, there-
by causing a rupture of the housing. The pump was sent to Vickers for re-
pair and was returned to Westinghouse on 2-19-65.
The Bill of Material covering repairs to the pump is given on page
3.03-3.
The pump was subsequently used to load the motor on numerous tests
and performed satisfactorily until the beginning of the motor life test on
3-31-65 when the pump load could not be adjusted. Vickers was contacted
and arrangements were made to have a service representative call at
Westinghouse to locate the trouble and effect a repair if possible. Mr.
C. Witbeck of Vickers called the following day and, upon disassembly of
the pump, found a crack in the high pressure port. As pump repair could
not be effected at this facility, Mr. Witbeck hand-carried the pump to
Detroit, had a new casting sent from Jackson, Mississippi, repaired the
pump and returned it to Westinghouse on 4-8-65.
The Bill of Material covering pump repair is given on page 3.03-4.
Cause of failure could not be determined but is believed to have
been caused by stresses set up by the initial failure and aggravated by high
pressure transient pulses.
The excellent cooperation of Vickers perso.-me! to effect speedy re-
pairs and their many helpful suggestions cannot be too highly praised.
The repaired pump S/N X4495 73 was not used on the life test as
another pump, secured from NASA, was received prior to the return of the
pump from Vickers.
Pump S/N X449573 was used, following repair, to re-run low temper-
ature 150% load minimum voltage maximum frequency motor tests.
3.03-2
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CUIITOMER'II NAME:
Westinghouse Eleet:ie
e.o. Box 989
LI_, Ohio
L-Art: R. L. Guy
THIS IS NOT AN INVOICE
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I
VICKERS INCORPORATED
1400 Osklmm Bmdevl_
Detzoit,, Mich. 48282
REPAIR CHARGES
Bill OF MATERIAl
Co, potation
DEECRIPTION
i
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174592 0 atns
151127 O- Rlng
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198336 o Riz_
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DATE 2-11-65
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.35
, 31,20
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_9.90
183._5
$233.35
DELIVERY
F.O.B.
TERMS: 30 DAYS NET
3.03-3
i 'ZLEPHONE 868-5100
I VICKERS INCORPORATED
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
Aerospace Division
1400 Oakman Bo_devard
Detroit, Michigan 48232
Aprll 13, 1965
THIS IS NOT AN INVOICE
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
P.O. Box 989
Lima, Ohio
Art : Wayne Hawley
ATTENTION:
SUBJECT:
GENTLEMEN :
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
REPAIR ORDER 12650
RECEIVED THE FOLLOWING UNIT AND/OR UNITS FOR REPAIR AS SHOWN BELOW.
ESTIMATED REPAIR CHARGES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
P.O. NUMBER
L-q9-P-q7895_
DESCRIPTION
(I_ PVOO6LOO9A PUMP
PARTS LABOR TOTAL
S/NX-_9573
1 220570 Valve Plate -$191.00 - $50 O0 .^k, n_
LH/nd
VERY TRULY YOURS,
VICKE_ INCORPORATED
L. HEIDT, COORDINATOR
AEROSPACE DIVISION
REPAIR AND OVERHAUL
ADMINISTRATIVE AND ENGINEERING CENTER, DETROIT 32 MICHIGAN
3.03-4
APPENDIX 1 V
ACCEPTANCE DATA FOR MOTORS S/N 1 AND 3
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APPENDIX V
CALCULATED ELECTRICAL DATA
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